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Abstract

Chicken pox is an infectious childhood disease. It is rare in infants and newborns due to passive immunity received from the mother. The characteristic skin eruptions in chicken pox are vesicular with an erythematous base and accompanied with pruritus. The skin of the palms and soles is typically spared. We report a case of neonatal varicella where the mother was having skin eruptions at the time of delivery and the neonate contracted it during the perinatal period and developed clinical disease on the day five of life. Specific anti-viral therapy was given to the mother and the baby and the recovery was uneventful.
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Background

Varicella-zoster virus (VZV) is a double stranded encapsulated DNA virus belonging to the Herpes virus family (human Herpes virus type 3, HHV-3).\(^1\) It is known to cause chicken pox in children and shingles and post-herpetic neuralgia in adults.\(^2\) Chicken pox is an extremely contagious rash seen in childhood and unimmunised adults where the virus spreads by airborne transmission or via fomites.\(^3\) The incubation period from exposure to appearance of rash varies from 10 to 23 days with an average of 14 days.\(^4\) The clinical course of the disease is usually mild and self-remitting except in infants and persons over 15 years of age who tend to have severe disease.\(^5\)

The presentation of the newborn after intrauterine infection with varicella depends upon the time of onset of infection in the mother. Chicken pox infection of the mother is not associated with first trimester abortions. Although, infection during the first two trimesters, may result in congenital varicella syndrome, its incidence is less than 1%.\(^6\) Congenital varicella syndrome has a poor prognosis with a mortality rate of around 30% in the first few months of life. Varicella embroyopathy results in microcephaly with cortical atrophy and calciifications, limb hypoplasia, cicatricial skin scars and hypo-pigmented areas and damage to the autonomic nervous system.\(^6\) Although infection during the last trimester is usually not associated with congenital varicella, the risk of disseminated varicella infection to the neonate (neonatal varicella) is highest if the mother has developed a varicella rash between seven days before and seven days post partum.\(^6,7\) During this period, passive immunity may not have been conferred to the newborn from the mother and the infant's cell-mediated immune response may not be enough to prevent the viremia. The infection might have been contracted by the infant in utero through the placenta or by an ascending infection or during passage through the birth canal via the respiratory tract of the infant. It is this infection contracted in between seven days pre-delivery to seven days post partum by the infant, that is described as neonatal varicella.

Case details

A male baby was born to a 24-year-old unbooked second gravida mother at full term by normal vaginal delivery in a tertiary care hospital. Mother had developed vesicular skin eruptions with severe pruritus suggestive of chicken pox three days prior to delivery.

Baby cried well soon after birth and had no dermatological lesions. His birth weight was 2.5kg, length 47cm and head circumference 35cm, all of which were within normal range for a term baby. Vital parameters revealed a normothermic baby with a heart rate of 140 beats per minute and respiratory rate of 44 per minute. There were no apparent congenital malformations. General and systemic examinations did not reveal any abnormality.
In view of varicella eruptions in the mother, perinatal infection to the baby was kept in mind and prophylactic acyclovir therapy was started soon after birth. On the fifth post natal day, discrete, shiny vesicular, unilocular eruptions surrounded by erythema were seen on the forehead, face, trunk and limbs. His palms and soles were spared. Based on maternal history typical of chicken pox and the nature of rash on the baby, a diagnosis of neonatal varicella was made. Considering that the rash appeared before the incubation period of varicella, an intra uterine infection was strongly suspected. The diagnosis was based on history and characteristic presentation. No serological or viral studies were done.

Both mother and the baby were put on supportive therapy. The baby was admitted to a neonatal intensive care unit in isolation to prevent transmission and to be able to manage any respiratory emergency. Formula feeding and expressed breast milk feeds were given to the baby to restrict contact with the mother till the mother’s lesions began crusting. Acyclovir was continued for the baby.

All rashes disappeared by 12th day after birth and their recovery was complete and the uneventful. The baby was followed up during routine immunisation visits for upto one year and there were no complications.

Patient consent
Informed written consent was taken from the parents of the child for publication of this case report, including photographs.

Discussion
Neonatal varicella is rarely encountered and treated even less.\(^4\) It is distinct from congenital varicella caused due to the intrauterine infection of the foetus. Neonatal varicella on the other hand is caused due to peri-natal infection of the neonate in a very narrow window of time. The authors agree it is a condition about which a considerable amount of literature has been compiled over the years in the form of review articles. However, since the incidence of neonatal varicella is extremely low, it is hardly taught to residents and students in medical schools. Most paediatricians too find it difficult to diagnose the condition due to the unfamiliarity with the presenting symptoms on being encountered with this condition.

Disseminated varicella in the newborn was first described by Hubbard in the late 19th century.\(^8\) Incidence of varicella has been reported to be between 0.1 to 0.7/1000 pregnancies as around 88 to 98% of the population already has anti-VZV antibodies by 20–40 years of age.\(^9\)–\(^11\) Although the occurrence of neonatal varicella is quiet rare, up to 31% of infants with severe disease may succumb to it.\(^12\) Hence it is very important to initiate anti-viral therapy in the neonate at the earliest opportunity. The case reported here had a very high chance of contracting neonatal varicella since the mother had developed chicken pox within seven days of delivery. In view of the same, acyclovir therapy was initiated prophylactically which was helpful in reducing both the severity and duration of the rash in the baby.

Acyclovir and its pro-drug form valacyclovir are the drugs of choice for treatment of acute VZV infection. These drugs may be given by oral or intra venous routes depending upon the severity of the infection. Foscarnet is preferred in case of viral tyrosine kinase deficient mutant strains of VZV which are resistant to acyclovir.\(^13\) Anti-varicella-zoster immunoglobulin (VZIG) is also advocated by some researchers as the passively administered antibodies can limit the severity of infection and risk of complications such as pneumonitis.\(^7\) Extra corporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) may be required for neonates with severe pneumonitis and having high mortality risk.\(^13\)
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